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Abstract

A ring R is called right johns if R is a right noetherian ring such
that every right ideal A of R is an annihilator (i.e. rl (A) = A for all
right ideals A of R). R is called strongly right johns if every matrix ring
over R is right johns. In this paper it is shown that every right johns
ring is a cogenerator and hence quasi-frobenius. By using this result we
show that every strongly right johns ring is quasi-frobenius without any
extra condition.
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1 Introduction

A ring R is called quasi-frobenius ring if R is right noetherian and RR is a

cogenerator. A ring R is called right johns if R is right noetherian ring such

that every right ideal A of R is an annihilator (i.e. r1 (A) = A for all right

ideals A of R). R is called strongly right johns if every matrix ring over R

is right johns. The aim of this paper is to prove that every right johns ring

is quasi-frobenius and hence every strongly right johns ring is quasi-frobenius

without any extra condition. It has been established that every strongly right

johns ring is quasi-frobenius in the following cases:

(1) If R is right mininjective ring (i.e. every R-homomorphism from a minimal

right ideal of R into R can be extended into R).

(2) If R is a right CS-ring (i.e. every right ideal of R which is isomorphic to a

direct summand of R is itself a direct summand of R).

(3) If the right socle is contained in the left socle.
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For more details about these cases see theorem (5.9) [5]

Through this paper all rings R are associative with unity, and all modules

are unitary .We denote by 1(A) the left annihilator for the right ideal A and

by r1 (A) the right annihilator for 1(A).

The following two lemmas are essential in our proof.

Lemma 1. [3] If A is a right ideal of a ring R we have: φR/A is a monomor-

phism if and only if r1 (A) = A; φR/A: R/A → (R / A)** i.e. R/A is torsionless.

Lemma 2. [5] Every finitely embedded (finitely cogenerated) torsionless right

R-module M embeds in a free module Rn of finite rank n.

Now we construct the following proposition which is essential in this paper.

Here R is right noetherian and every ideal is right ideal.

Proposition If R is a right noetherian ring such that r1 (A) =A for every

right ideal A of R then RR is a cogenerator; that is every right johns ring is a

cogenerator and hence quasi-frobenius

Proof

Step 1

Since r1 (A) =A for every right ideal A of R so R/A is a torsionless module

for every A. This imply that R/Ti is torsionless where Ti is a maximal right

ideal of R, also R/Ti is simple (cyclic) and the finite direct sum
⊕

n (R/Ti)

is semisimple and finitely generated hence it is finitely cogenerated and also

torsionless (the direct sum of torsionless modules is again torsionless).

Let α :
⊕

n R → ⊕
n (R/Ti) be an epimorphism given by

α (ri) = (ri + Ti),

Write R/Ti =ai R, since R/Ti is a simple and hence cycle. So

α :
⊕

n R → ⊕
n (R/Ti) ∼= ⊕

n ai R, and α (ri) = (ai ri) for some ai ∈ R

where kerα = {(ri) ∈ ⊕
n R s.t (airi) = 0; (airi) ∈ ⊕

n ai R ∼= ⊕
n (R/Ti)},

and
⊕

n R / ker α ∼= ⊕
n (R/Ti) ∼= ⊕

n ai R is semisimple.

Step 2

Claim: every finitely generated right module is reflexive.

i) Let M be a finitely generated right R-module that different from R (non-

regular module) with generators {m1, m2 . . . ms}. Since each finitely generated

module is a factor of a free module of finite rank, so M =F/K where

F ∼= ⊕
n R is a free module of finite rank n. Each element in M will be of the

form m= (ri) +K; (ri)
⊕

n R

ii) Let β: F ∼= ⊕
n R → M ∼= ⊕

n R/K; K=ker β, be an epimorphism given by

β (xi) =
∑

i mi (xi), as M is finitely generated .On the other hand mi =(ri)+K

so β (xi) =
∑

i [(ri)+K] (xi) and ker β = {(xi) ∈ ⊕
n R; (xi) = 0}

= { (xi); (ri) (xi) K}
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If (yi) ∈ ker α then (ai yi) = 0 for some (ai) ∈
⊕

n R. 0= β (0) = β (ai yi) =
∑

i [(ri) + K] (ai yi) =
∑

i [(ri ai) +K] (yi)

i.e. (yi) ∈ ker α hence ker α ¡ ker β

So β induce the epimorphism

β̄ :
⊕

n R/ ker α ∼= ⊕
n (R/Ti) =

⊕
n ai R → M. By which M is semisimple

as
⊕

n (R/Ti) is semisimple

iii) Since ker α < ker β, so there is a monomorphism

γ: M ∼= ⊕
n R/ ker β → ⊕

n R/ ker α.

Since
⊕

n R/ ker α ∼= ⊕
n (R/Ti) and

⊕
n (R/Ti) is torsionless as R/Ti is

torsionless for each i, hence M is torsionless.

iv) M is semisimple and finitely generated so it is finitely cogenerated also it

is torsionless. By (lemma 2) M can be embedded in a free module with finite

rank i.e. there is a split exact sequence

0 → M → F → F/Im → 0; Im α ∼= M.

By (12.2. [3]])

Since F is reflexive (free of finite rank) so M is reflexive. Also R is reflexive,

so every finitely generated module is reflexive

Note that M is not a regular module (has not a ring structure)

Step 3

Since every finitely generated right R-module M is reflexive hence RR is co-

generated (i.e. R is a ring with perfect duality) according to [3], and hence

every right johns ring is quasi-frobenius.

Theorem

If R is strongly right johns so it is quasi-Frobenius ring.

Proof

If R is strongly right johns ring hence Mn (R) is noetherian and rl(A) = A for

every ideal A of Mn (R) hence Mn (R) is cogenerator (by the above proposition)

also it is noetherian so it is quasi-Frobenius and hence R.
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